AT&T Connect® Integrated Edition v9.5

Communicate and collaborate with colleagues and partners together, easily and seamlessly, with an intuitive, integrated audio, web and video conferencing solution. Meet virtually and work productively! AT&T Connect provides powerful conferencing tools for audio calls which can easily scale to web conferences for viewing, editing documents and sharing applications. Join conferences quickly and easily, with a “Call Me” feature that prompts a phone call to you for joining the conference. Entering a conference is easier, with the ability to quickly connect your PC and audio! A core component for a unified communications platform, this IP solution provides a rich array of features for real-time collaboration and if desired, video conferencing for face to face teambuilding. Scheduling a conference is as easy as sending an email.

• Improve productivity and accelerate decision making by bringing cross functional teams together to communicate and collaborate seamlessly, almost anytime, from almost anywhere in the world
• Meet easily with geographically dispersed teams from a laptop (PC, Mac) or smartphone
• Facilitate teambuilding with always available personal meeting room
• Meet online and reduce travel and carbon emissions
• Support business continuity/sustainability

AT&T Connect is backed by the global reach, scalability and reliability of the world class AT&T MPLS IP-based network and offers the following:

• Fully hosted and hybrid on-prem converged conferencing options
• AT&T’s Global IP Audio Conferencing Service
• Audio and web conferencing can be brought on premise for IPT savings where desired; system seamlessly taps into hosted capacity for peak periods, geographic reach and failover
• Application sharing
• Up to 4 screens of streaming video
• Annotations on the whiteboard
• Fit content to whiteboard
• View participant list
• Use emoticons to signal an opinion, such as asking a question with “Raise Your Hand”
• “Step Out” feature to indicate that you stepped away momentarily
• Speaker Identification
• Voice over Computer
• Send, receive and save notes
• Conduct polls, web tours
• Many European and Asian languages

Benefits
• Cost savings and productivity benefits of conferencing available to all employees
• Integrates with enterprise IT and telecom systems and applications reducing time and cost to implement
• Enterprise integration with email, scheduling, portals
• IP-based solutions which affords a migration platform for unified communications solutions

Features
• Stand-alone and integrated voice, web and video conferencing
• Enterprise-class scalability, reliability and performance
• Support Secure Sockets Layer 3 (SSL 3)
• Track Conferences and Recordings
AT&T Connect Integrated Edition offers three conference types, Webinar, eLearning, and iMeeting. Within each of these conference types, the host, co-host, or presenter can lead an event. Hosts can simply right click on a participant name to assign presenter rights.

In small, informal settings, with iMeeting, you can:

- Turn on the ability to see the participant list so that participants can communicate with each other easily, write on the whiteboard, and use the emoticons to signal an opinion
- Unmute participants so they may speak freely
- Enable all participants to draw on the whiteboard

In the eLearning environment:

- Show the participant list to encourage open communication and foster teambuilding
- Use broadcast mode as the host introduces the event. This allows all participants to be muted and lessens the possibility of noise distractions
- Allow all participants to draw on the whiteboard to share ideas
- Unmute participants to foster an interactive discussion at key intervals during the event
- Have multiple hosts who can all have access to manage the event

In formal, larger events with Webinar:

- Hide the participant list if attendees are drawn from different organizations
- Mute all participants to avoid any distractions during the presentations
- Ask participants to submit questions in the Notes section; The host can then gather the questions for the question and answer period at the end of the event

**Web Conferencing**

- 508 Compliant, Rehabilitation Act, with the participant application – AT&T Connect supports assistive technology as part of a rich array of feature functionality for all users
- Desktop and in the cloud recording
- The Recording Converter Utility allows hosts to convert recordings to a standard industry MP4/WAV formats
- Delegation Authority – When an assistant clicks on a manager’s account, Office Outlook Add-In represents the manager’s accounts. Buttons will be modified according to the manager’s account types (Voice-Only/Connect or both)
- Dynamic Bandwidth Control – In the application sharing, setting, delays will be reduced
- IPv6 Ready – Can handle both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic across a single port
- Support Microsoft® Windows® 7 for end-user applications
- Increased browser support – Safari®, FireFox® V3.0, V3.5 and Chrome® V2.0, V3.0
- Microsoft Outlook and Office Communicator plugins for easy scheduling, entry into events
- AT&T Connect Mobile for iPhone™
- AT&T Connect Mobile for iPad®
- AT&T Connect Mobile for Android®
- Support Microsoft® Office® 2010
- Support Office365®

**Video Conferencing**

- Fully integrated multipoint voice, data and video conferencing solution
- Up to 4-way continuous streaming multipoint video
- Video privileges can be granted to some or all Hosts
- Delivers professional interactive video collaboration experience from a desktop or laptop – in the office, at home, or in a conference room
- Simple and intuitive control of video transmission and image layout
- No special firewall configurations required; uses standard outbound port (80 or 443) – same as a regular web browser

For more information contact an AT&T Representative or visit http://www.att.com/attconnect.